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Abstract—Segmentation of cardiac structures is one of the
fundamental steps to estimate volumetric indices of the heart.
This step is still performed semi-automatically in clinical routine,
and is thus prone to inter and intra observer variability. Recent
studies have shown that deep learning has the potential to
perform fully automatic segmentation. However, the current
best solutions still suffer from a lack of robustness, in terms
of accuracy and number of outliers. The goal of this work is
to introduce a novel network designed to improve the overall
segmentation accuracy of left ventricular structures (endocardial
and epicardial borders) while enhancing the estimation of the
corresponding clinical indices and reducing the number of
outliers. This network is based on a multi-stage framework where
both the localization and segmentation steps are optimized jointly
through an end-to-end scheme. Results obtained on a large open
access dataset show that our method outperforms the current best
performing deep learning solution with a lighter architecture and
achieved an overall segmentation accuracy lower than the intra
observer variability for the epicardial border (i.e. on average
a mean absolute error of 1.5 mm and a Hausdorff distance of
5.1 mm) with 11% of outliers. Moreover, we demonstrate that
our method can closely reproduce the expert analysis for the
end-diastolic and end-systolic left ventricular volumes, with a
mean correlation of 0.96 and a mean absolute error of 7.6 ml.
Concerning the ejection fraction of the left ventricle, results
are more contrasted with a mean correlation coefficient of 0.83
and an absolute mean error of 5.0%, producing scores that
are slightly below the intra observer margin. Based on this
observation, areas for improvement are suggested.

Index Terms—Cardiac segmentation, cardiac diagnosis, local-
ization, deep learning, ultrasound, left ventricle, myocardium

I. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of 2D echocardiographic images based on the mea-
surement of cardiac morphology and function is essential for
diagnosis. Low-level image processing such as segmentation
and tracking enable to extract and interpret clinical indices,
among which the volume of the left ventricle (LV) and the
corresponding ejection fraction (LVEF) are among the most
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commonly used. The extraction of such measures requires ac-
curate delineation of the left ventricular endocardium (LVEndo)
at both end diastole (ED) and end systole (ES). However, these
indices are subject to controversy due to a lack of reproducibil-
ity. Indeed, there is a significant variability in the measurement
of the values extracted from the ultrasound images from an
inter-expert, intra-expert and inter-equipment perspective. The
inherent difficulties for segmenting echocardiographic images
are well documented: i) poor contrast between the myocardium
and the blood pool; ii) brightness inhomogeneities; iii) varia-
tion in the speckle pattern along the myocardium, due to the
orientation of the cardiac probe with respect to the tissue; iv)
presence of trabeculae and papillary muscles with intensities
similar to the myocardium; v) significant tissue echogenicity
variability within the population; vi) shape, intensity and
motion variability across patients and pathologies.

A. Related works

Numerous studies have been conducted for more than 30
years to make automatic measurements of the LVEndo and
LVEF indices robust and reliable in echocardiographic imaging.
Traditional methods correspond to deformable models [1], [2],
motion-based methods [3], graph-based approaches [4], active
appearance models [5], atlas-based methods [6] and machine
learning algorithms [7]–[9]. Most of these approaches rely on
handcrafted features which may amount to an over-simplistic
source of information.

Supervised deep learning methods rely on more flexible
models that go beyond this limitation. By definition, these
techniques are optimal to the data they are trained on. Such
approaches have been applied in the context of left ventricular
structures analysis [10], [11], in particular for segmentation.
In 2012, Carneiro et al. exploited deep belief networks and
the decoupling of rigid and nonrigid classifiers to improve
robustness in terms of image conditions and shape variabil-
ity [12]. Later, Chen et al. proposed to use transfer learning
from cross domain to enhance feature representation [13].
Dong et al. developed a deep fusion network to achieve coarse
segmentation of the LV on 3D echocardiography. The derived
outcomes were then used to initialize a classical deformable
model to further optimize the segmentation results [14]. In par-
allel, Smistad et al. showed that the U-Net method [15] could
be trained with the output of a state-of-the-art deformable
model to successfully segment the LV in 2D ultrasound images
[16]. Oktay et al. further extended a U-Net model so that
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its segmentation output was constrained to fit a non-linear
compact representation of the underlying anatomy derived
from an auto-encoder network [17]. Leclerc et al. showed
that a simple U-Net model trained on a large annotated
dataset produces accurate segmentation results that are much
better than the state-of-the-art, on average lower than the inter
observer variability and close but still above the intra observer
variability with 18% outliers. Recently, two methods have
been proposed to cope with multi-view echocardiographic
sequences segmentation. These methods are based on a large
scale dataset, composed of more than 10850 images (then
updated to 13500 images) collected from 100 patients (then
updated to 150 patients). For each patient, three types of
acquisition were carried out (apical 4, 3 and 2 chamber views)
and manual annotations were made over a complete cardiac
cycle by several experts. Based on such a dataset, Li et al. first
proposed a deep pyramid and deep supervision network to
process each frame of the sequence independently [18]. Their
model incorporates a densely connected network, a feature
pyramid network and a deeply supervised network to extract
and fuse multi-level and multi-scale semantic information.
Interestingly, this method outperforms the baseline U-Net
model for the segmentation of end-diastolic and end-systolic
frames. Part of the same group then proposed another method
based on a recurrent aggregation network in order to integrate
temporal coherency during the segmentation of one full cardiac
cycle [19]. While both of these methods are clearly promising,
unfortunately neither the dataset nor the trained models have
been made available by the authors, making any comparison
of these methods extremely difficult.

Deep learning methods based on regression models without
intermediate segmentation have also been studied to directly
estimate clinical indices from cine-MR and echocardiographic
sequences [20]–[22]. In this context, the work produced by
Ge et al. is among the most advanced studies [22]. Based
on a Res-circle network, their PV-LVNet model embeds both
subject features and temporal changes to effectively perform
localization, cropping and clinical indices regression. Although
this type of method appears to give promising results, the fact
that it does not produce segmentation outputs can be con-
sidered a weakness, since segmentation contours are largely
used by cardiologists to visually control the quality of the
computed clinical indices. We therefore decided to focus on
the improvement of left ventricular segmentation methods in
echocardiographic imaging.

B. Attention learning-based approaches

In parallel, there has been an increasing interest in the
computer vision community for deep learning methods based
on contextualization to improve classification [23], localiza-
tion [24], [25] and segmentation tasks [26]. Specifically, these
methods incorporate deep attention mechanisms to emphasize
what part of a given set of features the network should focus on
according to some learned weights [27]. Most of the time, this
is done through an Hadamard product between a value tensor
V and an attention tensor A. For soft attention, the attention
weights are values between 0 and 1 typically computed with

a softmax or a sigmoid [28], [29] while for hard attention
weights are binary [30]. In that sense, hard attention comes
down to applying a binary mask onto network values, which
can be feature maps [29] or the input image [28], [31]. Thus, if
the binary mask has a rectangular shape, the attention module
ends up extracting (or cropping) a region of interest (ROI)
from V.

Hard attention networks: one of the most famous methods
in computer vision is the Mask R-CNN method recently
proposed by He et al. [26]. This approach provides among the
best results in all three tracks of the COCO suite of challenges.
The corresponding network is composed of three stages: i) a
region proposal network (RPN) which scans boxes distributed
over the image area and finds the ones that contain objects; ii) a
classification network that scans each of the regions of interest
proposed by the RPN and assigns them to different classes
while refining the location and size of the bounding box to
encapsulate the objects; iii) a convolutional network that takes
the regions selected by the ROIs classifier and generates masks
(i.e. segmentations) for them. Note that the first two stages of
this network correspond to the Faster R-CNN framework de-
veloped for object detection [32]. In echocardiography, mainly
two approaches have used this concept either for regression
or segmentation. Ge et al. deployed a hard-attention strategy
before applying their regression network to estimate a set of
clinical indices. In particular, a Res-circle network was applied
to coherently detect the LV centers over the cardiac cycle.
Based on this information, a cropping strategy with pre-defined
fixed dimensions was then applied to generate new images
centered on the LV cavity. Leclerc et al. also introduced
a contextualization mechanism based on the multiplication
of a binary map surrounding the union of the LV and the
myocardium (derived from a first segmentation network) with
the input image in order to provide as input a pre-processed
image without irrelevant information to a U-Net model that
performs the segmentation of left ventricular structures [33].
Results show that this method allows for a reduction of outliers
in terms of segmentation results (from 20% to 16%) but
unfortunately without any improvement in overall accuracy.

Soft attention networks: some of these techniques have
been successfully applied in medical imaging [27], [31], [34],
[35]. In particular, Schlemper et al. developed a generic atten-
tion model to automatically learn to focus on target structures
in medical imaging [27]. Based on attention gate modules that
can be integrated in any existing CNN architecture [34], the
proposed formalism intrinsically promotes the suppression of
irrelevant regions in an input image while highlighting salient
features useful for a specific task. As far as we know, no soft-
attention learning techniques have been applied so far for the
segmentation of echocardiographic images.

C. Objectives

Based on the literature review carried out in Sec. I-A and
I-B, we decided to investigate the capacity of attention-based
networks to improve the current best segmentation scores
obtained in 2D echocardiographic imaging. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first time that such an evaluation
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is performed. More specifically, the purpose of this paper is
to provide answers to the following four questions:

1) What improvement can be brought by attention-based
architectures compared to the current best deep learning
methods for 2D echocardiographic segmentation ?

2) Can we adapt attention architectures to the specificities
of echocardiographic images ?

3) Can the number of outliers be significantly reduced ?
4) Do attention-based networks produce results below the

intra observer variability scores both in terms of seg-
mentation and clinical index estimation ?

Since the CAMUS dataset [36] is the current largest open
access 2D echocardiographic dataset, we decided to build our
study on the corresponding data. In particular, this dataset
is composed of two and four-chamber acquisitions of 2D
echocardiographic sequences from 500 patients with refer-
ence measurements from one cardiologist on the full dataset
and from three cardiologists on a fold of 50 patients. An
evaluation platform is also maintained to easily compare the
performance of proposed new methods. The different studies
conducted so far on this dataset highlighted three interesting
outputs: i) the U-Net model currently produced the best
segmentation results; ii) the corresponding scores are not much
sensitive to the choice of hyper-parameters which reinforces
the quality of the results obtained by such architecture; iii)
the use of more sophisticated encoder-decoder architectures
(i.e. U-Net++ [37], stacked hourglasses network [38] and
anatomically constrained neural network [17]) did not produce
better results. Therefore, while U-Net appears as a good
choice for the segmentation of echocardiographic images, the
improvement of its performance through the extension of its
architecture is not straightforward.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Motivations

The work carried out in this study was motivated by an
experiment we conducted on the CAMUS dataset, whose
details are described below. In particular, we manually selected
regions of interest (ROIs) around the reference segmentation
masks. Each ROI corresponds to the ideal bounding box (BB)
surrounding the corresponding mask with an additional margin
m of 5, 15 and 30% along the axes. From these ROIs, the
corresponding images were cropped to create new datasets
that were processed with the baseline U-Net1 architecture
described in [36]. The corresponding scores are reported in
Table II and referred to as BB-m5, BB-m15 and BB-m30,
respectively. From this table, it is worth noting the contribution
of the cropping stage, leading to a significant improvement
of the baseline U-Net1 results, with average scores all below
the ones of the intra observer (except for BB-m30 with the
Hausdorff distance metric) and a number of outliers lower than
8%. This experiment thus reveals that the effective insertion
of a localization step during the segmentation process with
the U-Net architecture would yield remarkable results in
echocardiographic image segmentation.

B. Overall strategy

Based on the motivations and the literature review on
attention learning presented in the previous sections, we de-
veloped a multi-stage network to improve the robustness of
segmentation in 2D echocardiography. Since the U-Net model
already produces high-performance segmentation results in
echocardiography [36], we decided to use this architecture
as backbone for our multi-stage network, referred to as Lo-
calization U-Net (LU-Net) in the sequel. LU-Net aims at
locating the left ventricle before segmenting the endocardial
and the epicardial borders through an end-to-end learning
procedure. The underlying assumption of this strategy is that
the joint optimization of these two tasks should lead to better
segmentation results. An illustration of the LU-Net’s overall
architecture is provided in Fig. 1. In particular, LU-Net is
composed of two main parts: one RPN for localization and
one U-Net model for segmentation.

1) Backbone U-Net architecture: The same U-Net archi-
tecture was used in the localization and segmentation parts.
It consists of an encoder and a decoder stage which have
several layers of 3 × 3 2-D convolutional filters with ReLU
activation functions. In the encoder stage, the input image was
processed by an increasing number of filters followed by max
pooling subsampling after the convolution layers. Reaching a
final spatial size of 8 × 8, the decoder increases the spatial
size gradually by upsampling and convolution stages with
decreasing number of filters. In addition, the network has
multiple skip connections between the encoder and the decoder
to recover the fine-grained spatial details which may be lost
after max pooling. Since the network was designed for real-
time performances, we kept the number of layers and convo-
lutions as low as possible and used 2D upsampling operations
instead of transposed convolution for the decoder. The result
is a network with about two million parameters which can do
segmentation in a matter of milliseconds. Network input is a
single image resized to 256 × 256 pixels, and the output is
an image of the same size as the input with three channels.
Each channel is a normalized logit for each class by softmax
activation.

2) Localization network: The proposed RPN is composed
of a combination of the U-Net model whose architecture is
described above, followed by a standard regression network.
The regression network consists of two main parts: i) a
feature extractor identical to the downsampling part of the
U-Net model described above, composed of 12 layers of
3×3 2-D convolutional filters with ReLU activation functions
and ii) a multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) composed of 4 fully
connected layers. The output of the network corresponds to the
4 relative coordinates of the bounding box (BB) around the
structure of interest, namely the union of the left ventricle and
myocardium, referred to as (xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax). The
MLP connected to the flattened output of the feature extractor
is composed of hidden layers of respectively 1024, 256 and 32
units and one final layer of 4 units without activation function
in order to allow regression on the coordinates of the bounding
box. The use of an initial segmentation as intermediate feature
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the LU-Net pipeline with the U-L2-mu localization network introduced in Sec. II-B2. The two U-Nets are independent.

maps allows us to benefit from the good overall performance of
U-Net model to guide the regression network. Moreover, since
the U-Net model we use was optimized in terms of number
of parameters, our localization network presents the strong
advantage to be lighter and faster than most state-of-the art
approaches, as shown in Sec. III-C. While the reference BB
were defined as the minimal bounding boxes in contact with
the epicardium border, the target coordinates were computed
with an additional margin m as:

xmmin = xmin −m ∗ h , xmmax = xmax +m ∗ h,
ymmin = ymin −m ∗ w , ymmax = ymax +m ∗ w.

where (w, h) are the width and height of the reference BB. The
motivation for adding a margin was to provide some context
around the targeted structures for the segmentation task.

3) Segmentation network: The output of the region pro-
posal network is used as an attention mechanism to crop
and resize the input ultrasound image. The resulting image
is fed to a second segmentation network whose architecture
corresponds to the one of the U-Net model described in Sec.
II-B1. It is worth noting that this model is currently the most
efficient one evaluated on the CAMUS dataset considering a
trade-off between accuracy, speed and size [36].

4) End-to-end approach: In order to make the full network
trainable end-to-end, the cropping of the input image and
the resizing of the corresponding ROI (red block in Fig. 1)
are realized by bilinear interpolation using only differentiable
operations1. During the computation of the segmentation loss
involved in the second U-Net, it is also necessary to crop
the ground truth mask according to the predicted BB so that
the same regions are taken into account in the calculation.
This makes the second segmentation loss function evolve

1In practice, this step is carried out through the function crop and resize
of the TensorFlow library

dynamically over the training phase. This step is realized
using the same bilinear differentiable sampling strategy as
the one mentioned above. The two U-Nets involved in our
architecture are distinct networks whose weights are learned
simultaneously. Three main sequential tasks are thus trained
at the same time during the optimization process: i) the initial
U-Net segmentation used in our RPN; ii) the localization of
the LV bounding box using the initial segmentation; iii) the
final U-Net segmentation performed on the ultrasound image
cropped using the bounding box from the localization network.
Taken together, the different aspects described in this section
allows the gradients to flow all the way from the output
to the input of the network. At inference time, based on
the localization outputs, the final segmentation result is then
returned to the original coordinate system of the input image.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset

The CAMUS dataset contains two and four-chamber acqui-
sitions from 500 patients [36]. The full dataset was divided
into 10 folds equally distributed in terms of image quality
(good, medium, poor) and ejection fraction category (≤ 45%,
≥ 55% or in between). This allows the analysis of the full
dataset by means of a classical cross-validation strategy. One
cardiologist (O1) manually annotated the endocardium and
epicardium (LVEpi) borders of the left ventricle on the full
dataset at end diastole (ED) and end systole (ES) and two
other cardiologists (O2 and O3) on a fold of 50 patients. This
fold was also annotated twice by O1 seven months apart. This
procedure allows comparison of the results provided by the
algorithms with the inter- and intra observer variability. Since
the work provided in [36] concluded that the current best
solutions produced results all below the inter-observer scores
but still worse than the intra observer ones, we focused in
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this article on comparing the results obtained by the different
evaluated methods with the intra observer variability.

B. Evaluation metrics

1) Localization metrics: We assessed the performance of
the localization networks through the Intersection Over Union
(IOU) metric and the euclidean distance errors between the
predicted and the reference BB coordinates (i.e. its central
position (xc, yc), its height h and width w). The IOU is
a classical localization metric which measures the overlap
between the predicted BB and the reference one. It gives a
value between 0 (no overlap) and 1 (full overlap). In addition,
we provided the ”BB out” metric which corresponds to the
number of cases where the predicted BB does not completely
encompass the reference mask.

2) Segmentation metrics: To measure the accuracy of the
segmentation output (LVEndo and LVEpi) of a given method, the
Dice metric (closely related to the IOU and classically used
in segmentation), the mean absolute distance (dm) and the 2D
Hausdorff distance (dH ) were used. The Dice similarity index
is a measure of overlap between the segmented surface Suser

extracted from a method and the corresponding reference
surface Sref . It gives a value between 0 (no overlap) and
1 (full overlap). dm corresponds to the average distance
between Suser and Sref while dH measures the maximum
local distance between the two surfaces. In addition, we as-
sessed the quality of segmentation with regard to cardiologists’
annotations through the notion of outliers defined below.

• Geometric outlier: the set of segmentation attached to a
patient is seen as a geometric outlier if at least one of
its eight corresponding distance scores (i.e. dm and dH
values at ED and ES for both apical two and four-chamber
views) is out of the corresponding bounds defined from
the inter-observer variability [36];

• Anatomical outlier: the set of segmentation attached to a
patient is seen as an anatomical outlier if the simplicity
and convexity [33] of the corresponding segmented con-
tours are lower than the lowest values computed from
expert annotations on 50 patients. These two metrics
hold values between 0 and 1, and are maximized for
a circle. They also give discriminating values for any
convex shapes, such as oval shapes like heart cavities, and
bridge shapes like the myocardium. They can therefore
be used as simple tools to detect anatomical outliers in
the case of left ventricular structures.

3) Clinical metrics: We evaluated the performance of the
methods with 3 clinical indices: i) the ED volume (LVEDV in
ml); ii) the ES volume (LVESV in ml); iii) the ejection fraction
(LVEF as a percentage), for which we computed two metrics:
the correlation (corr) and the limit of agreement (loa) (mean
±1.96 std). All left ventricular volumes were computed using
Simpson’s biplane rule [39], involving the segmentation results
on both two- and four-chamber apical views.

C. Localization methods

We implemented and assessed the performance of five con-
volutional networks dedicated to the prediction of bounding
boxes, i.e. predicting (xmmin, x

m
max, y

m
min, y

m
max).

1) An AlexNet-like network composed of two parts: a
feature extractor corresponding to the original Alexnet
architecture (details on the corresponding network can
be found in [40]) whose flattened output is connected to
a MLP with two hidden layers of 4096 units each and a
final layer of 4 units. No dropout nor data augmentation
was performed. This model has 71M parameters.

2) A VGG19-like network composed of two parts: a feature
extractor corresponding to the original VGG19 architec-
ture (details on the corresponding network can be found
in [41]) whose flattened output is connected to a MLP
with two hidden layers of 4096 units each and one final
layer of 4 units. This model has 70M parameters.

3) A Faster R-CNN model [24] composed of three stages:
i) a feature pyramid network to extract features using
the Resnet101 architecture as backbone [42], ii) a region
proposal network based on anchors that scans the image
in a sliding-window fashion to find areas that contain
objects of interest; iii) a ROI classifier, associated to
a bounding box regressor to further refine the location
and size of the bounding boxes that encapsulate the
recognized objects. The network has 61M parameters.

4) A U-L1 model based on the U-Net architecture de-
scribed in Sec. II-B1 to perform the segmentation of
the left ventricle and the myocardium. The bottom layer
of this U-Net was derived in order to carry out the
localization procedure using four fully connected layers
of 1024, 256, 32, and 4 units. This model was inspired
by the work of Vigneault et al. [31]. This network has
9M parameters;

5) A U-L2 model also based on the U-Net architecture
described in Sec. II-B1 to perform the segmentation
of the left ventricle and the myocardium. The output
of this U-Net was then connected to a downsampling
branch ending with four fully-connected layers of 1024,
256, 32 and 4 units. More details on this branch can
be found in Sec. II-B2. Contrary to most of the lo-
calization networks found in the literature, this model
uses a pre-segmentation network to guide a localization
procedure. We evaluated two versions of this network,
one optimizing only the localization loss (referred to as
U-L2-mo) and one optimizing both the localization and
the segmentation losses (referred to as U-L2-mu). The
network includes 11M parameters.

D. Segmentation methods

The performance of the joint segmentation of the endo-
cardial and the epicardial borders was assessed through the
following five networks:

1) U-Net1, corresponding to the current best performing
network on the CAMUS dataset [36]. This network
includes 2M parameters.
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2) RU-Net, recently introduced in [33] and built from two
cascaded U-Net1. The epicardial mask predicted by the
first network is dilated and multiplied with the input
image to provide a contextualized image as input to the
second network, with a total number of 4M parameters.

3) Attention-gated U-Net (AG-U-Net), recently proposed
in [34], in which attention layers are used at each skip
connection to locally weigh the concatenated features
with coefficients derived from the previous layer. It
includes batch normalization before each activation,
and deep supervision by aggregating the feature maps
produced after each attention layer at the last level of
U-Net1 (i.e. before the last convolution and the softmax).
This network has a total number of 2M parameters.

4) Mask R-CNN, recently proposed in [26] and built upon
the Faster R-CNN model described in Sec. III-C. More
specifically, this network consists of a RPN based on the
Faster R-CNN architecture followed by a segmentation
network composed of five convolution layers producing
low resolution masks (28×28 pixels) that are scaled up
to the size of the ROI bounding box at inference time.
This network includes 64M parameters.

5) LU-Net, as introduced in this paper, built using U-L2-mu
as the region proposal network and U-Net1 as the
segmentation network for a total of 13M parameters.
Two margins of m = 5% and m = 15% were evaluated.

E. Learning strategy

1) Loss: Localization networks were optimized using a L1
loss clipped at 0.99 summing the errors on the four relative
BB values (i.e. (xmmin, x

m
max, y

m
min, y

m
max)). Segmentation net-

works were optimized using a multi-class Dice loss (inspired
from [43]) taking into account the LV and myocardium pre-
dictions. The overall loss of LU-Net is given by:

L = LsegINIT
+ λ ∗ Lloc + LsegROI

(1)

with:

LsegINIT
= 1− 2

∑2
l=0

∑
n plngtln∑2

l=0

∑
n pln + gtln

(2)

Lloc =

4∑
i−1

|BBm
i −BB

gt
i | (3)

LsegROI
= 1− 2

∑2
l=0

∑
n pln[ROI]gtln[ROI]∑2

l=0

∑
n pln[ROI] + gtln[ROI]

(4)

In the above equations, BBgt
i stands for the i-th ground

truth bounding box coordinates. pln = 1 if the predicted
segmentation map p has label l over pixel n (the same applies
to the ground truth segmentation map gt). λ is a fix coefficient
that balances the localization and segmentation losses.

2) Parameter settings: All the methods involved in this
study were optimized using the Adam optimizer associated to
a learning rate (either equal to 1e−3 or 1e−4) and a number
of epochs (controlled using early stopping with the patience
parameter set to 20) that experimentally allowed to observe a
smooth convergence of the training and validation losses. In

particular, we set a maximal number of epochs equal to 100 for
the LU-Net method. The best model on the validation loss was
selected after each training phase. Several experiments have
been carried out in order to determine the optimal value of the
λ coefficient that balances the localization and segmentation
losses (see Eq. 1). Experimentally, we found that a value of
10 produced the best results. However, we also noted that this
parameter was not sensitive, and that values that deviate from
the optimal value produce comparable results.

IV. RESULTS

In order to easily compare our results with those of the
state-of-the-art on the CAMUS dataset, we followed the
strategy developed in [36] by training for each deep learning
method a single model on the annotated images of both apical
two and four-chamber views, regardless of the time instant.

A. Localization results

Table I shows the localization accuracy computed on the
full dataset (500 patients) for the five algorithms described
in section Sec. III-C. Mean and standard deviation values for
each metric were obtained from cross-validation on the 10
folds of the dataset (see [36] for more details). For each row
of this table, the m information indicated after the name of the
method indicates the margin value used to define the reference
BB. As for Faster R-CNN, we stayed as close as possible to the
original implementation [26] in order not to bias the results.
This model is designed so that the predicted bounding box
encompasses the object of interest as closely as possible. This
is the reason why we do not mention any m information for this
method. The values in bold displayed in Table I correspond
to the best scores for each metric.

As one can see, Faster R-CNN method produces the best
scores in terms of IOU value and errors on the estimation
of the coordinates of the bounding box compared to methods
involving a margin. This is probably due to the fact that the
addition of a margin makes it more difficult to accurately
locate the object of interest since the edges of the bounding
box no longer correspond to the borders of the object, which
generally have sharp edges that are easier to detect. However,
the absence of a margin drastically increases the number of
cases where the reference mask is not fully encompassed by
the estimated bounding box, with a BB out value equal to 90%
of the cases. Finally, as the Faster R-CNN model only detects
bounding boxes associated with a sufficiently high level of
confidence, there is no guarantee that this model will detect BB
for each processed image. During our experiments, 53 cases
over 1624 (3%) of test images were missed. Theses cases were
excluded when we computed the Faster R-CNN scores given
in Table I.

Based on a comparison of the methods using a margin of
5%, the proposed U-L2-mu gets the overall best localization
scores on all metrics, except for the error on yc with a
difference of 0.2 mm with the best method. These results
validate the use of the U-Net architecture, which has already
proven its effectiveness in terms of segmentation, to perform
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TABLE I
LOCALIZATION ACCURACY OF THE FIVE METHODS DESCRIBED IN

SEC. III-C AND EVALUATED ON THE FULL DATASET (500 PATIENTS). THE
m INFORMATION CONTAINED IN EACH METHOD NAME INDICATES THE

MARGIN VALUE DEFINED IN SEC. II-B2

Model IOU Error (mm) BB out
xc yc h w

Faster R-CNN 0.909 1.3 1.3 2.9 2.8 1797
±0.042 ±1.2 ±1.1 ±2.6 ±2.6 90%

AlexNet-m5 0.880 2.2 1.9 4.2 4.1 866
±0.062 ±2.4 ±1.8 ±4.1 ±4.1 43%

VGG-m5 0.888 1.9 1.7 4.0 4.0 903
±0.060 ±2.4 ±1.7 ±3.9 ±3.7 45%

U-L1-m5 0.849 3.1 2.7 5.3 4.9 1094
±0.072 ±2.9 ±2.4 ±4.5 ±4.3 55%

U-L2-mo-m5 0.791 4.2 4.4 7.1 6.9 1393
±0.138 ±4.7 ±6.0 ±6.4 ±6.7 70%

U-L2-mu-m5 0.898 1.6 1.9 3.2 3.6 712
±0.053 ±1.8 ±1.9 ±3.1 ±3.2 36%

U-L2-mu-m15 0.907 1.6 1.7 3.7 4.3 31
±0.054 ±2.0 ±1.7 ±4.0 ±4.3 2%

localization tasks in ultrasound imaging compared to well-
established computer vision architectures (i.e. AlexNet and
VGG). In addition, the scores highlight the interest of using
both segmentation and localization losses to improve the
performance of the U-L2 method, with an average gain of
2.5 mm over the BB centre estimate and 3.6 mm over the
BB dimension estimate. This significant improvement demon-
strates that forcing segmentation as an intermediate step to
localization is beneficial.

We also investigated the influence of the choice of the
margin value m on the accuracy of the localization results
produced by the U-L2 method. The obtained results are
contrasted. Indeed, while the use of a lower margin (i.e. 5%)
produces slightly better results with regard to the estimation
of the BB position, the use of a higher margin (i.e. 15%)
considerably reduces the number of cases where the BB
does not encompass the reference mask (from 36% to 2%).
Based on this experiment, it is clear that the U-L2-mu model
produced among the best localization results with the lightest
architecture. We therefore decided to use this network as the
region proposal part of the LU-Net architecture, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Moreover, while a large value of m would ensure
to encompass the left ventricular region for all cases, it would
be at the cost of the contextualization effect we are looking
for. There is therefore a trade-off between the value of the
margin used for the localization network and the accuracy of
the final stage segmentation network. This is the reason why
we assessed the segmentation accuracy of our LU-Net model
for two different margin values (5% and 15 %) in the rest of
the experiments.

B. Segmentation results

Table II displays the segmentation accuracy computed on
the full dataset from patients having good and medium image
quality (406 patients) for the five algorithms described in sec-
tion Sec. III-D. Mean and standard deviation values for each

metric were obtained from cross-validation on the 10 folds of
the dataset. The values in bold correspond to the best scores for
each metric. From these results, one can see that Mask R-CNN
produces competitive results compared to the baseline U-Net1,
with better results for the Hausdorff distances. However, for
3% of the cases this network failed to detect a bounding box
and therefore failed to produce segmentation results. These
3% of cases were not taken into account when calculating the
segmentation scores, but were counted as outliers. As for the
other attention networks, they produced either the same, or
better results than the baseline U-Net1, with AG-U-Net and
LU-Net being the best performing models. Indeed, AG-U-Net
obtained the overall best results for the segmentation of the
LVEndo border (dm value of 1.5 mm and dH value of 5.3 mm),
leading to segmentation scores close but still higher than the
intra observer variability for this structure. The LU-Net-m5
approach obtained the best results for the segmentation of
the LVEpi border (dm value of 1.5 mm and dH value of
5.1 mm) and the lowest number of geometric outliers (11%).
Interestingly, these scores are either equivalent or lower than
the intra observer variability for this structure. It is also worth
noting the robustness of the LU-Net model with respect to
the choice of margin parameter, as margins of m = 5% and
m = 15% produce almost the same segmentation scores for all
metrics. An illustration of the segmentation performance of the
LU-Net-m5 network compared to the baseline U-Net1 model
on three different cases is provided in Fig. 2.

C. Clinical scores
Table III contains the clinical metrics computed on the full

dataset from patients having good and medium image quality
(406 patients) for the five methods described in Sec. III-D.
Those indices were computed with the Simpson’s biplane
rule [39] from the segmentation results of each algorithm on
the two- and four-chamber apical views. The values in bold
represent the best scores for the corresponding index. For the
Mask R-CNN method, 12% of patients (36 cases) did not
have a prediction for all necessary four images to compute the
EF and were therefore not included in the presented clinical
results. While the corresponding scores are competitive for
LVEDV and LVEF, it appears that this model has a strong
tendency to underestimate the LVEDV, with a bias between
6 to 10 times higher that the other methods and a mae score
of 12.8 ml. As for segmentation, the AG-U-Net and LU-Net-
m5 models obtained the best clinical scores on all the tested
metrics (bias was not taken into account since the lowest bias
value in itself does not necessarily mean the best performing
method). Regarding the estimation of the LVEDV, the two
methods produced high correlation scores (0.956), small biases
(±1.4 ml) and reasonable limit of agreements (around 22 ml)
and mean absolute errors (around 8.3 ml). The AG-U-Net
produced the best LVESV results with a correlation of 0.962,
while the LU-Net-m5 model produced the best LVEF scores
with a correlation of 0.829. However, even if the scores of
LU-Net-m5 and AG-U-Net are slightly better than the baseline
U-Net1 ones, they are still higher than the intra observer
results. This reveals that there is still room for improvement
as discussed in Sec. V.
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TABLE II
SEGMENTATION ACCURACY OF THE FIVE METHODS DESCRIBED IN SEC. III-D AND EVALUATED ON PATIENTS HAVING GOOD AND MEDIUM IMAGE

QUALITY (406 IN TOTAL). THE m INFORMATION CONTAINED IN EACH METHODS NAME INDICATES THE MARGIN VALUE DEFINED IN SEC. II-B2

Model
LVEndo LVEpi outliers

D dm dH D dm dH geo.

val. mm mm val. mm mm # %

intra observer 0.937 1.4 4.5 0.954 1.7 5.0 21
±0.027 ±0.5 ±1.8 ±0.020 ±0.8 ±2.2 13%

M
ot

iv
at

io
n

st
ud

y
(S

ec
.I

I-
A

) BB-m5 0.941 1.3 4.3 0.971 1.0 4.1 89
±0.034 ±0.6 ±1.9 ±0.011 ±0.4 ±1.8 5%

BB-m15 0.940 1.3 4.4 0.969 1.1 4.3 106
±0.034 ±0.6 ±1.9 ±0.011 ±0.4 ±2.0 6%

BB-m30 0.937 1.4 4.7 0.966 1.2 4.6 124
±0.035 ±0.6 ±2.1 ±0.013 ±0.5 ±2.2 8%

E
xp

er
im

en
ta

l
st

ud
y

(S
ec

.I
V

-B
)

Mask R-CNN [26] 0.924 1.7 5.2 0.946 1.9 5.7 283
±0.038 ±0.8 ±2.7 ±0.023 ±0.9 ±2.6 17%

U-Net1 [36] 0.920 1.7 5.6 0.947 1.9 6.2 282
±0.056 ±1.2 ±3.3 ±0.030 ±1.1 ±3.7 17%

RU-Net [33] 0.925 1.7 5.4 0.950 1.8 5.8 240
±0.049 ±1.0 ±3.3 ±0.030 ±1.1 ±3.9 15%

AG-U-Net [34] 0.930 1.5 5.3 0.950 1.8 5.9 270
±0.049 ±1.3 ±3.4 ±0.026 ±1.0 ±3.7 17%

LU-Net-m5 0.953 1.7 5.5 0.932 1.5 5.1 186
±0.026 ±0.9 ±3.6 ±0.043 ±0.8 ±3.3 11%

LU-Net-m15 0.952 1.7 5.6 0.931 1.5 5.3 203
±0.029 ±1.1 ±4.0 ±0.049 ±1.1 ±3.6 12%

* LVEndo: Endocardial contour of the left ventricle; LVEpi: Epicardial contour of the left ventricle
D: Dice index; dm: mean absolute distance; dH: Hausdorff distance
The values in bold refer to the best performance for each measure.

TABLE III
CLINICAL METRICS OF THE 5 EVALUATED METHODS DESCRIBED IN SEC. III-D AND RESTRICTED TO PATIENTS HAVING GOOD AND MEDIUM IMAGE

QUALITY (406 IN TOTAL)

Model

LVEDV LVESV LVEF

corr loa mae corr loa mae corr loa mae

val. ml ml val. ml ml val. % %

intra observer 0.978 -2.8±14.3 6.2 0.981 -0.1±11.4 4.5 0.896 -2.3±11.2 4.5

U-Net1 [36] 0.947 -8.3±24.7 10.9 0.955 -4.9±19.4 8.2 0.791 -0.5±15.1 5.6
RU-Net [33] 0.946 -1.2±23.9 8.9 0.949 0.3±19.6 7.3 0.704 -2.1±14.3 6.0
AG-U-Net [34] 0.956 -1.4±21.9 8.1 0.962 0.6±17.0 6.2 0.798 -2.2±15.1 5.5
Mask R-CNN [26] 0.953 -11.0± 24.9 12.8 0.955 -4.7±20.8 7.9 0.817 -2.6±13.9 5.8
LU-Net-m5 0.956 1.4 ±21.8 8.3 0.956 1.6± 18.0 7.0 0.829 -1.5±13.5 5.0
LU-Net-m15 0.952 2.4 ±22.9 8.1 0.962 1.8±16.7 6.5 0.821 -1.2±13.7 5.0

* corr: Pearson correlation coefficient; loa: limit of agreement; mae: mean absolute error.
The values in bold refer to the best performance for each measure.

D. LU-Net behavior

From the results given in Table II and Table III, it
appears that the LU-Net method outperforms the baseline
U-Net1 model both in terms of segmentation and clinical
indice estimation. Furthermore, it is one of the most effective
model, even compared to other attention-based networks. In
order to complete the analysis of LU-Net, we applied this
network to the full dataset (including poor image quality)
and studied the generated outliers. The corresponding results
obtained with a margin of m = 5% are provided in Table IV.
The results of the model named LU-Net-m5-o1 corresponds
to the scores derived from the output of the first U-Net in-

volved in the region proposal network, while the scores of
the model named LU-Net-m5-o2 corresponds to the scores
derived from the final output of the network (i.e. the one
provided by the second U-Net). From this table, one can see
that LU-Net outperforms the U-Net1 architecture for all the
metrics for both LVEndo and LVEpi borders when considering
all quality of images. Also, the segmentation results produced
by LU-Net appear to be remarkably stable when integrating
poor image quality images, with a mean difference of 0.1 mm
for dm, 0.2 mm for dH and 1% for the geometric outliers.

Concerning the localization scores, the LU-Net-m5 model
obtained consistent results with respect to the U-L2-mu best
performing method (among the implementations involving
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Comparison of the segmentation performance of the baseline
U-Net1 (left column) and the proposed LU-Net architecture (right column)
on cases (a) with similar results; (b) where the intermediate localization of
the LU-Net helps; (c) where the artifact present in the image is too strong for
any improvement. In each image, the prediction is in green and purple while
the ground-truth is in yellow and cyan. The BB estimated is displayed in red.

a margin) reported in Table I with an IOU of 0.906 and
(xc, yc, h, w) BB errors of (1.5, 1.5, 3.3, 3.5) mm, respectively.
Coupling this result with the last two lines of Table IV
which show that the first segmentation is less accurate than a
single U-Net1, it appears that the segmentation result produced
in the region proposal part of the LU-Net is degraded by
optimizing the localization procedure, which in turn allows
for a significant improvement of the final segmentation results
compared to the baseline U-Net1 model.

Concerning the segmentation scores, LU-Net-m5 produced
12% of geometric outliers, 2% of anatomical outliers and 1%
of both, showing that half of the anatomical outliers are also
geometric. Moreover, the geometric outlier rate is lower than
the intra observer variability one computed from a subset of 40
patients with good and medium image quality, which further
highlights the quality of the results achieved by LU-Net.

TABLE IV
SEGMENTATION ACCURACY AND OUTLIERS ON THE FULL DATASET (500

PATIENTS) INCLUDING THOSE WITH POOR IMAGE QUALITY

Model
LVEndo LVEpi outliers

dm dH dm dH geo. ana. both

mm mm mm mm # %

U-Net1 2.0 6.1 2.0 6.5 423 95 71
±1.2 ±3.9 ±1.1 ±4.5 21% 5% 4%

LU-Net-m5-o1 2.1 7.0 1.9 6.2 483 201 138
±1.1 ±4.7 ±1.0 ±3.4 24% 10% 7%

LU-Net-m5-o2 1.8 5.7 1.6 5.3 240 31 20
±1.0 ±3.6 ±0.9 ±3.3 12% 2% 1%

V. DISCUSSION

A. LU-Net versus Mask R-CNN

In this study, we compared the performance of LU-Net
with Mask R-CNN [26], one of the most popular networks
for joint localization and segmentation tasks. Although both
methods are based on a localization step followed by a
segmentation task, their architectures are very different. While
our localization network uses a combination of a U-Net model
with a simple regression network, the localization network of
Mask R-CNN is based on three complex stages described in
Sec. III-C. As far as segmentation goes, our model exploits a
second U-Net while Mask R-CNN uses a simple set of five
convolution layers producing low resolution masks (28 × 28
pixels) that are scaled up to the size of the ROI bounding
box at inference time. Because of a more complex strategy,
Mask R-CNN comprises 64M parameters, while our lighter
model has 13M parameters, making it more suitable for the
real time nature of ultrasound image processing. In terms of
results, while the Faster R-CNN part of the Mask-R-CNN
produces better localization results, LU-Net produces better
segmentation scores for all metrics (apart for dH concerning
LVEndo) as well as better estimation of all tested clinical
indices. This confirms our initial motivation to provide as
input to a U-Net model a cropped and resized region that fully
encompasses the union of the left ventricle and myocardium
with a relatively small margin value.

B. Attention-based networks

Table II and Table III underline the ability of attention-based
networks to improve the segmentation and the estimation of
clinical indexes in 2D echocardiography. These results are
even more interesting given that the authors of the original
study [36] had not succeeded in improving the scores of the
baseline U-Net1 model through more sophisticated architec-
tures. Although AG-U-Net produced the best scores on the
LVEndo and the estimation of the LVESV, LU-Net provides
the best trade-off between the achieved improvements and the
decrease of the number of geometric outliers.

C. Comparison with intra observer variability

As for the segmentation scores, the LU-Net model manages
to reach the intra observer variability for the LVEpi border (dm
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and dH metrics). The number of geometric outliers, 11%, is
also reduced below the intra observer rate. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that such result is obtained in
the context of 2D echocardiographic image segmentation. In
addition, one can observe that the scores reached by our model
are still slightly higher than the intra observer variability for
the LVEndo border. Concerning the estimation of the clinical
metrics, although LU-Net improves the results compared to
the baseline U-Net1 model, its scores are still slightly higher
than the intra observer variability. This reveals that while
attention-based networks clearly enhanced the results produced
by the baseline U-Net1 model, there still exists room for
improvement to faithfully reproduce the manual annotations
of one expert.

D. Areas for improvement

We identified two leads of potential improvement to allow
competitive results with respect to the intra observer variabil-
ity. First, based on Table I, it appears that the localization step
can be further optimized to improve the LU-Net scores, as
suggested by the results on ideal cases provided in Table II.
Secondly, there is a need to introduce temporal coherency into
deep learning architectures. Indeed, while the current strategy
(i.e. ED and ES are treated independently) provides high
correlations for the estimation of the LVEDV and LVESV (0.956
for both indices), the estimation of the LVEF is degraded to
0.829. This reveals the lack of temporal consistency of the
LU-Net segmentation results between ED and ES.

E. Industrial applications

From a pure application stand-point, LU-Net does not rely
on a recurrent network like an RNN or LSTM which is a
great advantage. As such, our method does not need the
entire cardiac cycle to segment the heart as it works on an
image-by-image basis. This is inline with clinical needs where
cardiologists can see in real time the segmentation of the
heart as they weep their probe. In addition, what makes our
method attractive for industrial applications is the fact that
it is built around a U-Net architecture optimized according
to the performance/speed ratio which can perform accurate
segmentation in milliseconds, as proven in [36]. Since both the
localization and segmentation branches use this architecture,
it results in an overall architecture composed of 13M of
parameters. This makes the inference run-time of LU-Net
an average of 0.18s ± 0.05s per frame, hence allowing near
real time multi-structure segmentation. Thus, some efforts still
need to be made to slightly reduce this execution time for
direct use in industrial applications.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced a novel multi-stage attention
network to improve the robustness of segmentation of left
ventricular structures in 2D echocardiography. Our network
is built around the U-Net architecture and is composed of
two stages: a region proposal network and a segmentation
network. The performance of our solution was assessed on

the current largest open access 2D echocardiographic dataset.
Using this collection of data, the following contributions have
been achieved:

• A review of five different localization methods (including
well-established networks applied in computer vision and
innovative architectures adapted to echocardiography)
was performed to assess the accuracy of localization of
LV structures in 2D echocardiography.

• A novel localization architecture was proposed. In partic-
ular, we showed that the combination of a U-Net to pre-
segment the heart followed by a bounding box regression
network provided the best compromise between accuracy
and simplicity.

• For the first time, a complete benchmark of attention-
based segmentation networks involving five different ar-
chitectures was conducted to evaluate the performance
of these methods for the segmentation of left ventricular
structures in 2D echocardiography. To this end, several
methods proposed in the literature were adapted to our
problem.

• A novel segmentation architecture called LU-Net was
proposed based on the joint optimization of the local-
ization and the segmentation tasks.

• Our method i) outperforms U-Net1, the current best per-
forming deep learning solution on the CAMUS dataset; ii)
produces among the best results from the tested attention-
based networks; iii) produces overall segmentation scores
lower than the intra observer variability for the epicardial
border with 11% of outliers; iv) closely reproduces the
expert analysis for the end-diastolic and end-systolic left
ventricular volumes, with a mean correlation of 0.96; v)
improves the estimation of the ejection fraction of the left
ventricle, with scores that remain slightly higher than the
intra observer’s ones.

Though the intra-variability remains to be reached for a set
of metrics, this study established attention mechanisms as a
lead for more robust 2D echocardiographic image segmenta-
tion.
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